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WAP, Bluetooth, and 3G Programming: Cracking the Code (With CD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Cracking the Code WAP, Bluetooth, and 3G Programming Create Tomorrow's Mobile Applications Today In this unique guide, a crack team of software engineers delivers the programming solutions and source code you need to jump start a wide range of mobile advertising, commerce, and audio-video streaming projects. Using flow charts and line-by-line...
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Frommer's New York City 2011 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	We all have our personal tastes: what we like to listen to in terms of music, what kind of food we enjoy, what we relate to in art and architecture. Personal taste is a subjective matter, and I (Brian) only pay attention to raves, whether they are for a restaurant, artist, musician, or fi lm, if they are universal. If everyone likes it, it...
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Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One (5th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012

	In just a short time, you can learn how to use PHP, MySQL, and Apache together to create dynamic, interactive websites and applications using the three leading open-source web development technologies. Using a...
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Core Web Programming, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2001
One-stop shopping for serious  Web developers!

The authoritative guide to every technology that enterprise Web  developers need to master, from HTML 4 to Java 2 Standard Edition 1.3, servlets  to JavaServer Pages, and beyond. Core Web Programming,...
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ASP.NET 3.5 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
ASP.NET 3.5 For Dummies is an all new version of the popular title that makes it easy for beginners to create dynamic, data-driven Web applications on the Microsoft platform. Wherever possible the book minimizes the amount of code you write by harnessing powerful design-time tools built into Visual Web Developer 2008 and its free version,...
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Comfy Canned Food Recipes: Tasty, Timesaving, And Splendid Everyday MealsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Pause! Do you know that you can use canned foods in tastier ways than just a food toss?

	

	Canned foods have a beautiful reputation of making cooking easy and you should not sideline them as an inferior addition to foods. With the best and healthy canned foods, one can make delicious and pleasant foods to love.

	
...
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Pro MySQL (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2005

	Data, in all varieties, continues to be the cornerstone from which modern organizations

	and businesses derive their information capital. Whether putting items in an online shopping

	cart for checkout or tracking terabytes of purchase history to find shopping trends, having a

	database to store and retrieve data has...
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Beginning PHP and MySQL E-Commerce: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2008
Beginning PHP and MySQL E-Commerce: From Novice to Professional, Second Edition covers every step of the design and building process involved in creating powerful, extendable e–commerce web sites. Based around a real–world example involving a web site selling t–shirts, you’ll learn how to create and manage a product...
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The Book of Wireless: A Painless Guide to Wi-Fi and Broadband WirelessNo Starch Press, 2008
Broadband wireless networks bring us closer to the Internet's ultimate destiny of interconnecting everyone, everywhere. But wireless networking can be a bit geeky and nerve-wracking without a proper guide. Let's face it: Networking can be hard.
  If you're one of the last holdouts still connected to the Internet by a wire, The Book of...
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High Performance MySQL: Optimization, Backups, Replication, and MoreO'Reilly, 2008
High Performance MySQL is the definitive guide to building fast, reliable systems with MySQL. Written by noted experts with years of real-world experience building very large systems, this book covers every aspect of MySQL performance in detail, and focuses on robustness, security, and data integrity. High Performance MySQL teaches you advanced...
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Make: Electronics: Learning Through DiscoveryMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		"This is teaching at its best!"

		

		--Hans Camenzind, inventor of the 555 timer (the world's most successful integrated circuit), and author of Much Ado About Almost Nothing: Man's Encounter with the Electron (Booklocker.com)

	
		"A fabulous book: well written, well paced, fun,...
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Creating Interactive Web Sites with PHP and Web ServicesSybex, 2003
Build Dynamic Websites with PHP and MySQL—and Extend Those Sites with      Web Services
      
      PHP and MySQL are great tools for building      database-driven websites. There's nothing new about that. What is new is      the environment in which your site operates—a world rich (and growing...
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